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EACH Housing Survey Results 2020
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During October, EACH Housing conducted a Tenant Survey covering a range of topics. The survey was
designed to provide EHL with important feedback about our housing services. Your feedback is always
appreciated and is critical in informing areas for improvement and best practice across our tenancy and
maintenance services.
The results presented below are very positive and the team will continue to focus on areas for
improvement. Thank you to all tenants who participated in the survey.

EHL - Tenant Satisfaction Survey
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I am satisfied with housing services provided by EACH Housing
I am satisfied with the quality of maintenance provided
I am treated with dignity and respect
I am satisifed that my views are taken into consideration
I am satisfied with the location in my home
I am satisfied with the safety in my home
I am able to manage financially
Staff are helpful and attentive
I am satisfied with the way EHL provides information
I know how to make a complaint
I would recommend EACH Housing to other people
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Rent Increases
As you might be aware, EHL has not increased rents during 2020 and rent payments will remain
unchanged until 31 March 2021.

Bush Fire Season Approaching
If are you living in a “high-risk” bushfire area, it is important that you have a Bushfire Survival Plan in
place. Your plan will need to include how you would leave your property in an emergency, when you
should leave, what you should take with you, where you should go and where to access the right
information. If you need assistance in developing a Bush Fire Plan, please contact the housing
team on 9847-5916 as soon as possible.
For more information about Bushfire Planning please see the CFA website;
https://www.cfa.vic.gov.au/home
Your Bushire Survival Plan:
https://www.cfa.vic.gov.au/documents/20143/71581/Bushfire_Planning_Template_Normal.pdf/19bd41e1b227-e467-1107-0a9c0e3c1940?t=1598943344821
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During the Summer months it is important to do all you can, to stay cool. This includes getting your home
ready!
Shut the blinds
Studies show up to 30 percent of unwanted heat comes from windows and high-quality curtains or purposedesigned window shades can make a major difference to air temperature inside your home – lowering
indoor temperatures up to 20 degrees. North and west-facing windows should have good block our blinds
to repel the heat.
Work with your doors and windows
Make sure to keep the windows closed and the hot air out on a hot day. When the temperature drops at
night, let your home cool down by throwing open the windows.
Turn off the lights that you are not using
Lights give a small amount of excess heat and in the middle of a sweltering day, every little bit makes a
difference.
Revamp your bedding
Look for linen or pure cotton sheets and invest in a quality summer-weight blanket with a light cotton or silk
fill. Stick to light colours for summer bedding, as they reflect rather than absorb heat.
Keep your body cool
Keeping as cool as possible can also help you prevent heat-related illness. Make sure you stay out of the
sun. Drinking cold drinks and eating smaller, cold meals, such as salads and fruit, can also help you to
keep cool. Other things to do include wearing light-coloured and loose-fitting clothes made from natural
fibres such as cotton and taking cool showers or baths.
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Have we got your current contact details?
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It is important that we have your most current details including email and telephone numbers. This helps
us contact you and let you know about any important changes or information regarding your tenancy. It is
also necessary to have current information, so that maintenance contractors can contact you and arrange
suitable times to complete any repairs. If you think we may not have your current details, please contact
our office as soon as possible.

Be part of our resident newsletter
We would love you to contribute to our newsletters, either by writing something, providing artwork, telling
us your story or photography. Please email housing@each.com.au

Maintenance
Due to the easing of COVID restrictions, non-urgent maintenance will now be undertaken. However, some
protocols are still in place. If you report maintenance, the contractor may phone you first to ask you some
questions about your health. Have you, or another occupant living in the property:
•
•
•
•
•

Been diagnosed with COVID‐19?
Suspect you may have COVID‐19?
Currently, or recently experiencing any of the following: fever, cough, sore throat,
fatigue, shortness of breath or breathing difficulties?
Have you been in contact with anyone who has returned from overseas in the last two weeks?
Have you been in close contact with anyone confirmed to have COVID‐19

EACH Housing Contractors will take the following precautions when entering your property:
•
•
•
•

Contractors must still wear a mask
Contractors will sanitise hands before entering and leaving your premises and/or put on new gloves
before entering
Contractors will keep appropriate physical distances in line with regulations and will avoid
unnecessarily touching surfaces and will clean any surfaces that are touched.
Contractors will request that you move to another room

It’s important that you always treat all contractors with utmost respect as they are attending your property
to fix a maintenance problem for you.
If you need to report maintenance, please contact EACH Housing on 9847-5916 or email
housing@each.com.au

